http://www.standard.net/topics/utah/2011/05/13/competency-eval-ogden-man-seeking-53-trillion
Good morning Everyone,
Here's a classic example of an "American" (in the article link above) who does not underStand that "there's a difference
between knowing the path, and walking the path." This man claims diplomatic Immunity that he does not have...because
"Americans" have NO IMMUNITY (immunities) and are not free. Being "at Liberty" and freedom are 2 entirely different
things.
And, if he had ever pledged life, fortune, and honor to acquire the Standing/Immunity that he claimed he had; then the
article would have mentioned that he was "released" at these stops. Actually, we know that the last comment is not
accurate because if he were to be released at traffic stops (as I am) and not detained and/or arrested; then the article would
not have been written.
I don't show these attached documents to everyone; they are for your eyes only and not to be distributed. In position of
having Standing and Status; I must maintain the International Public Order; so that people don't go do what this man did,
without actually having the standing and recognition to do it. And, no one who would have said "standing and
recognition"...would do what this man did in the first place; and thereby, violate the International Public Order.
This man does not understand international law (the Supreme Law of the Land)...and therefore he is now going to spend a
long time in prison. He has filed claims against the State that HE BELONGS TO (by agreement) and therefore; he has now
lost all protection; making him a domestic terrorist according to current case law (i.e. Common law of the U.S.A.)
Please read the attachments. This is "ipsa res loquitor"...the thing speaks for itself. If you do not possess documents such
as above; you do not have Immunity. Therefore, do not tread where other men tread; and become cannon fodder. This
article looks harmless enough. But, most "Ameru-khans" have no clue what happens in these prisons. In the attachments,
you will that the document "ambcourt2" contains a Plaintiff by the name of Russell Jay Gould. This was his second arrest
and imprisonment. I don't know what they did to him during his 2nd incarceration, but according to the man; Russell
himself stated that the Federal Marshals beat him severely for the first 38 days in a row during his first (7 month)
incarceration.
Pray for the gentleman in the article. After 11 years of pursuing the Right of Self Determination and acquiring Immunity
5+ years ago...I would feel very safe in placing a wager that this gentleman is being starved randomly, beaten periodically,
and being subjected to what is known as "riot control" where they will place someone (suspected to be dangerous to
everyone) into solitary confinement and "frozen" (or kept in very cold conditions for days) with very little clothing and at
best...one thin blanket.
If you cannot read the JPG photos inserted...please write me back and I will send them as attachments.

Constitutions are International in Nature. They define a nation's character and therefore are written to maintain
INTERNATIONAL LAW and the International Public Order.
In the Constitution of "the People of the United States for the United States of America"...the "national supremacy clause"
says it all....
This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or
which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in
every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding. --Article 6
The United States has signed the Conventions and Treaties shown above; making these precepts the SUPREME LAW OF
THE LAND IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Here is current case law on this issue

Hopefully, reading this will help yourself and others around you from making the same mistakes...as
these "alleged Sovereign Citizen Americans". They have no Immunity and they suffer under a
delusion....THAT WAS SET-UP FOR THEM (and you and I) TO SUFFER UNDER. If you have not
seen the TV Broadcast of the 60 MINUTES piece on this very issue...then click this link.
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7366128n&tag=related;photovideo
STAY OUT OF TROUBLE and watch out for DRAGNETS. Uncle Sam's Club is the master of that
"net"....and Sam brings out the "Club" once they collapse or pull in the "net".
All the best,
David-Parker: Williams

